The following communication, under Article 5.4 of the Agreement, has been received from the delegation of Poland.

Please find enclosed the unofficial translation into English\(^1\) of Poland's Customs Law of 28 December 1989, as amended by the Law of 20 July 1991\(^1\).

In addition, I am attaching the informal summary\(^2\) of the provisions of the Customs Law, as amended, and of the accompanying by-laws, including the information on the import licensing system.

In accordance with the relevant provisions of the Import Licensing Code, the above-mentioned documents are being transmitted to the GATT secretariat for consultation by interested contracting parties.

\(^1\)A copy of these documents is available for consultation in the secretariat (office no. 3013). As indicated in document LIC/3/Add.34, the Polish text of the Customs Law of 28 December 1989 is also available for consultation.

\(^2\)Available in English for consultation in the secretariat (office no. 3013).